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Abstract. The article actualizes the problem of contemporary visual and information culture, of visual language, and of discourse as a methodological approach, which is applied for the analysis of modern communicative practices of social reality. Concepts of “visual”, “information”, and “media” are defined. The interaction and differences between the notions of information and media cultures, based on semiotic and hermeneutic methods of researching the discursive field of visual culture, are analyzed.
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Problem statement. Researching the issue of visuality of the recent years marks important changes in culture. Processes of meaning making constitute the subject field of these studies. This determines a research interest to the transformations in the visuality subject field, related to the changes in the format of culture (the one that is often labeled “information culture”). In fact, culture overall is information culture in a sense that it is rooted in universal processes of receiving and transmitting information.

Contemporary individual lives in the visual-information world, with information being the chief value of the latter. Archaic expression “want to know—then read” had long been restated as “want to know—than watch”. Information flows became so intense and their speed so fast that sign systems, based on the modernism method, do not handle organization and managing of contemporary visual information.

In the 21st century concept and ideas, not based on logical calculations and guidelines, become more and more influential within the information space. Contemporary methodology of creating and presenting harmonious visual information is still in the making. Signs, sign systems, visual messages (such as posters, postcards, labels, covers, packaging), produced during the previous, modernist period, despite their clarity, logic, aesthetical presentation of the material are now morally outdated. They are unable to accomplish the design tasks, set by contemporary media. All becomes a thing of the past very quickly: be it information, information flows or their transmitters.

Understanding culture as a development of science and art, as a field of social relations, aimed on preserving and harmonization of human being, considering ecology issues, that is, information space glutted with aggressive, filthy, low quality visual information (aggressive adverts as an object for manipulations, fake stories, various visual noise that expand catastrophically), empowers us to actualize the issues of visual-information culture.

Analysis of recent research works and publications. Due to changes in communicational field of culture, “vision” becomes the central theoretical problem of the 20th century (researched by Rudolf Arnheim [1], Vadim Rozin [22]). Making reality a central problem of a study creates a discursive field of visuality that is based on semiotic and hermeneutic methods.

Issues of semiotics and semiosphere of visual culture were presented in the classical works by: Ernst Cassirer [7], Susanne Langer [11], Charles Sanders Peirce [15], Yevgeniy Basin [2], Mikhail Lotman [12], as well as in the publications of Ukrainian authors: V. Tarasenko [25], V. Feschenko and O. Koval [28], who researched image, sign, symbol, nature of code and coding in art. The visual language range of problems within the system of contemporary visual communications (communicative approach) has been studied by S. Khan-Magomedov [29], K. Konratieva [9], P. Rodkin [21] etc.

Innovations of media culture and media communications have been researched by V. Savchuk [23], D. Rashkov [19] and others. Media turn actualizes an objective to differentiate information and media culture within the context of visual culture.

Objectives of the research: to investigate structural and semantic elements of discursive field of visual culture,
to define concepts of the “visual”, the “information”, the “media” that would be productive for formulating an idea of contemporary visual-information culture.

Presentation of the main research material. In the 20th century visual culture shaped up in the new type of textuality, therefore it should still incorporate some traits of the replaced object: being a text, but based on other visual carriers. That means contemporary visual language, its sense characteristics and decoding methods of visual artefacts. The concept of “visual language” becomes yet more topical during studying the interaction of different cultural formats, cultural ontological images. Discursive dimensions of the visual deepen and expand during contemporary communicational changes.

These days the concept of discourse is extremely broad and vague, as it is used “to denote both texts and all the forms of communication, as well as sign-symbolic forms of presentations” [14, p. 194].

Such institutionalized type of discourse as a visual one is marked with the existence of other types of discourses and lack of clear distinctions between them. During the 20th century visual discourse becomes total, incorporating into its orbit the new formats of culture and cultural phenomena, that are not typical for the classical mainstream line of “order of discourse”, that retranslate senses through the aggregate of different textualities. It exists in the process of permanent change of human identity, of the models of memory and ways of aesthetical perception of the world. That is the reason to include a wide range of phenomena into the visual discourse of the present day, objectivated in different textualities and represented in culture.

Thus, media become a “demiurge” of the new format of reality. Still, despite the media discourse being a “kernel zone” for majority of other discourses (political, sport, rock, auto), the visual discourse includes the space of the whole culture in its diachronic and synchronous dimensions. Another question is the difference between the concepts of information and media cultures.

The issue of defining and researching information culture lies in the polysemantic nature of the term, in its multidisciplinary and multi-faceted nature. For instance, in the theories by Manuel Castells, Alvin Toffler [26] and Alain Touraine [27] “information society acts as a certain form of post-industrial social-economic development and generally is viewed as a model of development of social relations and connections, which is being formed based on achievements of e-revolution, as well as on the rapid development of computer hardware, information and communication software” [17, p. 9].

In our opinion, it would be productive to address Manuel Castells’ concept with his ideas of information society, aimed on accumulating knowledge and production of more complicated forms of processing information that becomes the basis for creating the new “galaxy of communications” [8, p. 316].

The only origin for senses, according to Castells, is identity. Castells’ concept actualizes issues of influence on human mind not by the very information, but by the senses, enclosed in it. He “tears off” information from its straight connection with the technical means of its production and transformation, binding it directly with the human work, and putting its functioning into direct dependence from the social subjects’ activity. The scholar formulates a definition of informational and global economies, in which he reveals the meaning of contemporary form of social communications, “... informational because productivity and competitiveness of factors and agents in this economies (be it a firm, a region or a nation) depend primarily on the ability to generate, process and use the information based in knowledge effectively” [8, p. 14].

Accordingly, Castells defined the core of contemporary informational and technological revolution, “What characterizes the current technological revolution is not the central personage of knowledge and information, but rather the application of this knowledge and information to knowledge generation and information/communication processing devices, in a cumulative feedback loop between innovation and the uses of innovation” [8, p. 51].

New information technologies are not simply instruments that should be used, but the processes that ought to be developed. Interrelation between complicated processes of the early millennium created “a new economy, the informational/global economy; and a new culture, the culture of real virtuality. The logic embedded in this economy and society and culture underlines all institutions in an interdependent world” [8, p. 492], thus “information technology revolution provoked emergence of informationalism as a material basis of the new society” [8, p. 492].

For the adequate understanding of social relations in the era of computer engineering and new means of connection, it is necessary to study changes in the structure of communication experience and in the principles of coding and symbolization.

David Robertson, American scholar, proves that “principle of coding information directly influences the level and quality of knowledge, starting with the first communicational revolution, linked to language development, and ending with the latest one—electronic, network revolution; this principle of information coding defines features of culture, dominant during certain period of time” [8, p. 378].

The transfer, being made these days, is from the “Gutenberg galaxy” to the “McLuhan galaxy”: printed word is being substituted with the expansion of visual images. Media (from the Greek core or middleman): as in the Mediterranean Sea, or medium—middleman between the Creator and an artwork. Contemporary meaning of “media” is the means, providing communication to people or groups of people. Nowadays media are all the means of mass communications, as well as means of mass personal communication and so called network multimedia means. In the traditional understanding, media culture becomes aggregate of all kinds of audiovisual art. However, contemporary individual gradually enters the media reality as its active participant, affirming not only the means of information
transfer, but also the new type of information society, comprising of various information media (photography, cinema, radio, telephone, television, as well as digital technologies of recording information, and computer), through the explanation of concept characteristics of information culture and information society.

How does the interaction between information and media cultures look like? Media culture is a logical extension of the information culture, a new locus of its informational specificity, its new quality state. It requires new media competence to master new screen mediums: computer, tablet, telephone, etc.

Network culture develops, based on contacts between people on different levels, on their non-linear rhizome-like interaction. Certain style structure is being built within it, forming a special field of values and senses. This structure embeds into people's worldview and defines the core of culture. Informational communication networks become channels of cultural senses' migration and, obviously, affect the process of the subject's self-identification.

Communication practices of the social reality act as a senses-forming systems and form of retranslating these senses. Virtual reality sets a defining optical and acoustic impact on the transformation of spiritual and corporal identification of an individual.

Designer and artist of the modernism paradigm relied on the adjusted laws of semiotics and semiurgy. The laconism of the modernists' visual image was the form of clear retranslation of information, probably, even the form of opposition to the low-quality visual information. The laws of classical composition defined effective transmission of the informational sense, "took care" about the harmonization of the visual information' impact. They were not the information, visual messages, but the works of art, capturing the viewer with the accuracy of choices, originality of metaphors and novelty of images even now. The "minimaxi" principle, genetically rooted in the avant-garde poster, in the 1960s received a new status of a quality design. With the information becoming more complex, from the one hand, and with the expressive cliché becoming more and more empty, with the stereotypes rapidly aging, a certain plastic crisis occurs in the semiurgy of the 1980s.

During the late 1980s, pluralism of the Ukrainian New Wave movement (historically resulting from the reaction on a professional crisis) causes emergence of new, complex, "pictorial" graphic objects. The laconism of the modernism aesthetics was disturbed not only with the polysemantism of the new signs, but also with the unprofessional, chaotic semiurgy. Besides that, for some time the anti-aesthetic demands of a consumer (being always right) turned so call graphic design production into conformist, unprofessional creations. However, graphic design development of the 1990s piles this random semiurgy up too high, proving the need for a new professional standards for a designer.

In contrast to the strict commercial technologies, a new ecological direction emerges in the graphic design. It make emphasis on the spiritual, cultural, intellectual senses of signs that "contributed to preventing functional-consumer attitude to the world, separation the sense of the message from its form and manipulations with it" [30, p. 77].

If a pointed sign-substitute is characteristic of modernism, than for postmodernism sign is a part of collective corporate identity. Thus, contemporary sign no longer identifies a trademark style, but reveals identity. From the formal point of view, numerous copyright signs prove to be the expressions of identity; from the meaning point of view, they are occasions for actualization of the national identity issues, working on specific national language features. Understanding that visual language is a language of the global information space, it is evident that this language should be perfectly simply, convenient and clear. In that way the sign system of visual stereotypes is being developed, adjusted as much as possible.

For the creation of signs and sign systems the semiotic approach is used. However, strict semiotic matrices that rely on the studies of discrete, formalized texts and languages are not quite productive. They do not work with contemporary visual continuum. Optical density of the visual space, constant flow of visual information complicate distinguishing separate visual messages. They merge and form random texts, happen to be perceived in different contexts, become snatches of old contexts.

Alas, today the products of graphic design (namely, the design of visual communications) are numerous various project practices in visualization, developing and creation of signs, sign systems, navigation systems, visual messages, visual texts that are being transmitted through different channels of communication and exist in the unstructured, visually polluted general and local information environment.

We live through the situation we have found ourselves in for the first time: in the previous eras information forced culture to create channels of communications that would suit its parameters; nowadays the message itself shows ability to choose, differentiate and format information.

In contemporary culture the only legitimate are the things, "adapted to the mass media mode and transmittable" [10, p. 191]. Such information does not always convey any senses. More often, it "manipulates sense and stimulates its presence" [10, p. 191].

Information fundamentally could be coded within any outer artifact, as what matters is not a sign but the embedded meaning. "In this sense information network is a network of meanings, it is a material embodiment that proves the transition of humankind to some new level of understanding and self-understanding" [5, p. 73]. The subject of culture has to make efforts to build senses of phenomena. Concentration on the very process of producing hybrid meanings is a trait of our reality. Therefore, searching for methodology that would be adequate to the time is a pressing issue of the present day.

If intellectualization of perceiving art in the early 20th century sets grounds for spreading the method, capable not only to explain contemporary cultural artifacts, but to create a powerful projection into the past of cultural senses’ formation, therefore the possibility of creating such projection
into the future (with a condition of flexibility and universality of contemporary methodological matrix) would be topical. Polymethodology does not mean absorbing all other theories by some single one: on the contrary, it assumes their simultaneous co-existence. Nevertheless, in a contemporary cultural field we observe not only polymercity and hybridization of the depicted, but also of the methods of study.

In contemporary media communication, sensory synesthesia (integrity of sensory complex) is rather limited or transformed. Type of such transformation is studied from the position of the subject of perception (Homo-somaticus, Homo-sentiens etc.). The main point is that the aim of the subject of that culture is not embellishment of the reality, but esse(nce etc.). The main point is that the aim of the subject of perception is not embellishment of the reality, but esse(nce etc.).

Conclusions. Contemporary visual discourse includes a wide range of phenomena that is objectivated in different textualities and represented in culture.

Interaction of visual, information and media cultures show relations of intersection. The concept of “visual-information culture” in a contemporary discourse does not have a single meaning and is related to the “culture” concept as a part to a whole, as a sub-system to a system. Correspondingly, this sub-system is brought into being from the combination of two other systems—“visuality” and “informativeness”.

Media culture is a logical sequel of information culture on the new stage of its existence, a new aspect of its information specificity, its new quality state. It requires media competence in mastering the functions of its predecessors. Emergence of media culture produced new research discourse, became a result and simultaneously an aim of the ontologically-oriented studies, which focus on the concept of reality and on the interrelation of its various formats. As for the visual-information culture, its range of issues to be studied are, primarily, functioning of the sign systems in situation of contemporary culture, including the media culture, changes in the visual codes and emergence of the new forms of visual communication.

The format of contemporary visual culture that comprises informational culture with its iconic and semiology backgrounds and media culture, based on the poststructur-alist methodology, may be defined as a visual-information culture.

Visual culture in all times maintains the specificity of information culture. In the era of media, it presents the highly complex model of information space that is not limited to the visual. Yet, in the very theory of information society ripens the idea of changing the role of information in culture, therefore it would be appropriate to define culture, directly related to visual images, as the visual-information culture.
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Гладун О. Д.
Проблемное поле современной визуальной культуры: визуальное, информационное, медийное

Аннотация. Актуализирован вопрос современной визуально-информационной культуры, визуальной мови, а также дискурса как методологического подхода, применяемого для анализа современных коммуникативных практик социальной реальности. Проанализировано взаимодействие и различия между понятиями информационная и медийная культура, основываясь на семиотических и герменевтических методах исследования дискурсивного поля визуальной культуры. Делается попытка дать определение понятиям «визуальное», «информационное», «медийное» в контексте задач статьи.
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